
  

Verbs!



  

Verbs!
● Cheri reads us a poem

● fancy words about verbs

● verb  science

● story is a verb

● tense--tips and tricks

● strong verbs, stronger characters

● verbs in the narrative

● verbs worth sharing

● challenge!



  

Cheri Reads Us a Poem
● Respect the Verbs, by Jerriann Wayahowl Law

● Go Cheri! You rock!



  

Fancy Words About Verbs
● Tense--verbs have different forms: past, present, and future (and 

subcategories)

● Auxiliary (helping) verbs--be/have/do

● Modal (modifying) verbs--can't/might/won't/would

● Conjugation--taking the root verb and making it fit the sentence 
tense/agreement

● Static Verbs—verbs that express a state of being, not change

● Dynamic Verbs—action, change, easy to visualize and understand

● PS You don't need to know the terms to utilize something--our brains 
are wired for language, and you've been using your story-sense all 
along!

● PSS Writing advice is just that: advice. Measure it and if you like it, 
use it! Discard it if you don't.



  

Story is a Verb
● a story is something happening

● something happening = verb

● characters taking actions to achieve their goals is satisfying

● bad guys taking actions to stop them creates tension

● what the characters do ultimately shows us who they are



  

Verbs do more than dominate a sentence. Ask a cop whether he'd 
prefer to know the color of a suspect's sweater or the way he 
walked and talked. Ask a neuroscientist about how action lights up 
the mirror neurons in our brains. (These nerve cells fire both when 
we act and when we see someone else performing the same 
action. They also fire if we remember or describe the deed.) Ask a 
theater director whether she would prefer an actor who “emotes” or 
one who expresses feelings through physical actions.

Constance Hale, Hex Vex Smash Smooch



  

It turns out that you don't actually have to move the body part to 
activate the motor cortex [of the brain]. Simply reading an action 
word will do it. For example, seeing the word “kick” activates the 
foot region as if you were sending instructions to kick a ball. The 
simple act of reading about an action will fire up the brain regions 
involved in performing it.

-Livia Blackburn, From Words to Brain 
(Can neuroscience teach you to be a better writer?)



  

The Power of Active Verbs
● she threw the ball

● the ball was thrown by her (passive voice)

● four words versus six

● backwards information flow—a visualization problem

● it just sounds awkward



  

Who is Important?
● The subject of the sentence should be the focus.

My aunt went to chemotherapy on Tuesday.

● Passive voice is necessary when the subject isn't acting, but is 
still clearly the important subject:

My aunt was diagnosed with Cancer this fall.
The doctor diagnosed my aunt with...



  

Other Action
● Not all verbs are created equal. Many ways to use verbs 

passively--is and has don't activate the dynamic verby parts of 
our brains

● Static or status verbs: be, stand, wait, sit, hold, lay, stay, lean, 
wear, have, live

● Passively-used verb pairs—is sitting, stand waiting, lean 
holding, the character is doubly doing “nothing”

● State-of-being verbs don't reveal character. Everyone is many 
things, has goals and maybe even a job, owns stuff, wears 
clothing.



  

Sensations as Verbs
● feel, smell, see, hear, taste, wonder, remember, think, believe

Passive reception verbs do not invite reader to participate
add extra words to sentences and put distance between 

story and reader
“I felt the wind tickle my back.”
“The wind tickled my back.”

“She wondered if he would ever love her again.”
Will he ever love me again?

With close perspective, words like remember, think, believe, 
and wonder become redundant since we're in the character's 
head, ruminating with them.



  

The Three Dimensions of Character
● The First Dimension--existing

the type of car a character owns
the job a character has
the clothes they wear

● The Second Dimension--why those choices matter
how that character got the car
does she enjoy the job or is it a chore?
how the character appears to the world

● The Third Dimension--the real verbs
does she wreck the car to avoid hitting a dog
does she hide her boss's corruption or blow the whistle?
does she help in an emergency or refuse to get her shirt

bloody?

-Larry Brooks, Story Engineering



  

Storytelling with Verbs

Jack and Jill went up a hill
to fetch a pail of water.

Jack fell down and broke his crown,
and Jill came tumbling after.



  

A Story Without Verbs
● Jack and Jill... hill... pail of water

Jack... Jill... after.

● Without the verbs, all we have is two characters and a setting.

● Who are Jack and Jill?

● What kind of hill is it?

● What does the pail have to do with anything?

● After? After what? Did something actually happen?



  

Went up a Hill
● The verb “went” (go) paints the picture. The hill is passable, 

most likely by foot, and now we know where to place Jack and 
Jill in our mental image.

● why go instead of climb, hike, scale, clamber, scale, surmount? 
or drive, fly, helicopter?

● “Go” is a fairly neutral word for travel—not journey, travel, 
wander, gallivant, or jaunt.



  

To Fetch
● “to fetch” does not exist by itself. the pair of verbs “went to 

fetch” tells us a couple of important things:
Jack and Jill haven't actually fetched the water—it's a hook 

to get you curious about what happens next
fetch is a work word—Jack and Jill are likely farmers or 

menial workers, perhaps children. we generally would use the 
word “fetch” to refer to a chore, something done every day. it's a 
familiar word, describing a task easily done, often done.

This is how we learn about who Jack and Jill are—by what 
they do, and by what they want

● and by what they don't do—they could fill the bucket, steal the 
water, redistribute the liquid resource, or secure it like a spy 
might.



  

Fell Down
● To fall: accidental or intentional. We'll assume Jack didn't mean 

to fall down, because in the first sentence we learned he 
wanted to fetch water, not to fall.

● If he had intended to face-plant, he would lunge to the ground, 
sprawl down, or sink (quicksand on the hill, perhaps?).

● Imagery: sliding down a hill vs. leaping, dropping, catapulting



  

Broke His Crown
● Euphemism! No gruesome, shattered his skull here. Playful 

word choice instead of words writers or doctors might use: 
fractured his skull, got a concussion

● Did you ever picture him wearing a crown? That changes our 
understanding of Jack.

● The intentional vagueness of euphemisms: our brain can't 
picture it easily, forcing us to consciously choose an image or 
meaning



  

Came
● To come is another travel word, but it gives us context. Jill 

doesn't just go, she goes where Jack goes

● Come and go mean similar things, but consider: are you going 
to Jen's party? (it's unclear if the speaker is going or not) versus 
are you coming to Jen's party? (it's clear the speaker is). Come 
home vs. go home.

● The Old English of Come: approach, come to oneself, recover



  

Tumbling
● Jill did not fall. Not like Jack did.

collapse, stumble, or otherwise “break her crown”

● tumble can mean an accidental, out-of-control spiral, but 
acrobats tumble to perform. a third definition is “a rumpled 
disheveling”

● Which did you picture? How do our brains choose what 
meaning to ascribe to which verb?



  

Verbs Tell the Story
● We learned everything we know about Jack and Jill from what 

they did.

● Verbs work hard in a story: they provide a visual, reveal 
character, provide vicarious experience, and connect readers to 
the character (we kick when they kick)

● If our characters don't kick, the reader can't.



  

Evolving Language
● Jack and Jill are 400 years old

Jack and Jill were names for everyman
water used to rhyme with after

● Sounds and pronunciations change, but the verbs do not. We 
can still picture this story the way that children 400 years ago 
did. Verbs are that important to communication.

● Political lessons--multiple theories circulate as to who J&J 
represent. This rhyme survives because it's told in a way we 
can imagine it--a story!



  

Verbs Paint The Picture
● Strong verbs keep the narrative flowing

● Ambiguous verbs/metaphors slow down the reader, take him 
out of the story to choose the image

● Verbs flow best in the order that things happen:
“Jill came tumbling after Jack fell down the hill” is hard to 

read

● Readers are smart. Don't give them too many verbs:
“I reached my hand out. I grabbed the door handle. I twisted 

the handle. I pushed open the door.”
“I opened the door.”



  

Tense and Action
● Past, Present, Future – direct and engaging

● Other subtypes of tense add to or detract from main verbs

● Progressive Tense—in the moment
is happening, was happening
very common in spoken language
can weaken verbs in fiction

“was doing” suggests verb is not yet completed
“I was locking the windows” foreshadows that the locking 

will be interrupted, a window will be forgotten, and that 
information takes reader's brain space



  

Progressive Verbs, Interrupted

● I was walking across the street. A bus hit me.

● I walked across the street. A bus hit me.

● Two entirely different stories—where the incident happened, 
who was at fault

● Save progressive verbs for when you want to draw attention to 
an unfinished action.



  

Perfect Tense
● signifies an action is completed beforehand

“I raced home, but she had already left.”

● Most often, in a past tense story, we use has or had to jump 
even further in the past—flashback

“I can't bear to see him again,” she said. She had ran away 
for a reason, after all.

● Beginner's Mistakes: 
using had for each and every verb in a flashback.
hopping from flashback to “present” repeatedly

Trust your reader! A focused narrative will make your meaning 
clear.



  

Strong Verbs, Stronger Characters

● “strong characters”--what does that even mean?
characters that act, even if it's a mistake
characters that react

characters that verb

● character + problem + deliberate action to solve problem = story

● our favorite stories can be summed up in that equation...



  

Meta Plot
● a girl fights to survive in a futuristic Battle Royale

● five heroes close a portal to another dimension

● a murder victim watches her family heal from Heaven

● a hobbit destroys a ring that could destroy Middle Earth

● a displaced girl finds the man who can lead her home

● an archeologist secures an invaluable treasure before some 
nazis do



  

Inside the Narrative
● Exposition – stuff that is outside the story, but necessary to 

understand the story

● Internal Monolog – character thinking

● Dialog – characters talking

● Description – what stuff looks like

● Action – verbs, plain and simple



  

Exposition
● Exposition includes history and world-building

● Large-scale exposition (national history, geography, 
descriptions of entire peoples or systems) is hard to visualize, 
and hard on the reader

● This was/This happened can get tedious

● Zoom in. If the world is ravaged by famine, show us the 
character hunting for food just like everyone else. If the 
character isn't starving or impacted, then why does the reader 
need to know about the famine?

● Use descriptions in exposition that can be easy to visualize. 
Stay concrete and specific.



  

Internal Monolog
● Direct Interior Monolog is a character's thoughts, transcribed

● 3rd Person, past tense:
“Words are hard,” she thought, slamming down her pen.
Words are hard, she thought, slamming down her pen.

*used just like dialogue tags

● Indirect Monolog would read like this (deep 3rd):
Words were hard. She slammed down her pen.

*most direct. note tense conjugation and punctuation

● These examples avoid using “remembered that,” “wondered if,” 
and “realized,” which are stasis verbs



  

Dialog—Inside the Quotes
● dialog is exempt to some of the “rules.”

● dialog reflects how people talk, so some static verbs and 
filtering and progressive tense are fine. We use those. A lot.



  

Dialog—Attributions
● Said is a great tag. Repetition of said doesn't hurt

● Adverbs in dialog tags...
“stuff and more stuff,” he said jokingly.
“stuff and more stuff,” he joked.

In the first, we had to read 7 words to get to inflection 
marker

The second is less wordy, but the inflection marker is still 
at the end.

● Beats for Beats' Sake: avoid the temptation to add shrugs/ 
sighs/hard-to-describe social body language/minor actions to 
dialog just to pace it. Everyone shrugs—shrugs don't help us 
understand character.

avoid doesn't mean never. just be aware and use shrugs, 
blinks, sighs, yawns, and twitches with due consideration.



  

Eliminating Dialog Tags
● If a character acts at the same time they speak, no dialog tag 

needed!
“I lost my ability to can.” She slammed the laptop shut. 

“What am I going to do?”
note the full stops (periods) between dialog and action.

● Avoid overuse of the said, doing construction:
“I lost my ability to can,” she said, slamming the laptop shut.

the strongest verb in the sentence (slam) gets buried by 
extra words and progressive conjugation



  

Descriptions
● Know how a description is important to the story and character

Wordspace and verb choice cue a reader to foreshadowing, 
clues, and plot twists

Different characters notice different details

● Evoke five senses with how they affect character

● Utilize movement and change whenever possible



  

Action
● Verbs are the “little despot” of a sentence (Steven Pinker, The 

Language Instinct)

● Verbs provide tone, atmosphere, conflict, narrator bias, motion, 
and emotion:

the door creaked/the door opened
she froze/she paused
I refused to speak/I said nothing.
the window broke/the window shattered
he whimpered/he whined

● A good verb is stronger than an adverb + verb



  

Stage Direction
● Popular books have less verbs in them

Make the verbs you choose count

● Pacing – Breaking down actions into more words (and more 
verbs)

The story tells you when
Peaceful moments = make coffee
Times of conflict = yank on the faucet handle, slam down 

the lid, and drum fingers on the counter while the dang machine 
percolates

● Barb's rule of three (verb edition): does a sentence need three 
verbs? Can two stay and still give the same meaning? Minor 
actions detract from the big ones. 



  

Application
● How do you put all this into your writing?

Read and see how other writers verb
Practice!

Prompts and exercises
Or... you could pick an aspect of craft and make a point 

to practice it in the story you're writing
It works.



  

Resources
● Story Engineering, Larry Brooks

● Vex Hex Smash Smooth, Constance Hale

● anything by Steven Pinker

● Self-Editing for Fiction Writers, Renni Brown & Dave King

●



  

Thanks!
● I hope you had fun!

● and learned stuff!

● and have more confidence to write!

● Thanks for coming!
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